
Ko taku reo taku ohooho, ko taku reo taku mapihi mauria
My language is my awakening, discussion is the window to my soul
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#educafe



What is World Cafe?
www.Theworldcafe.com

Small groups...

BIG question.

“Conversations that matter”

The answers lie within YOU!

http://www.theworldcafe.com/


Format of the discussion

• Introduction 

• Discussion – 2 rounds of discussion, each 15 minutes long.

• Opportunity for key ideas to be jotted down.

• Two more rounds of discussion. 

• Sharing of ideas and summing up as an entire group. 



Your job today



Role of the table host

Remind people at your table to jot down key connections, ideas, discoveries, 
and deeper questions as they emerge.

Remain at the table when others leave and welcome travellers from other 
tables.

Briefly share key insights from the prior conversation so others can link and 
build using ideas from their respective tables.



Today’s question:

We know there is a need for us to change our 
teaching for the 21st Century, we know why this 

is, we’re working towards it, BUT 

what does 21st Century teaching and learning 
actually look like in practice for HOPE 

members?



Today’s question:

How do we ensure devices such as iPads 
aren’t “thousand dollar pencils”? What place 

do devices have in our learning environments? 
What is the pedagogy that sits behind the use 

of these devices to ensure they are used 
productively?



Round 1 of discussion

We know there is a need for us to change our teaching for 
the 21st Century, we know why this is, we’re working 
towards it, BUT what does 21st Century teaching and 

learning actually look like in practice for HOPE members?



End of Round 1!

Please move to a new table.
Table hosts stay put!


null

170.27492





Plenary

What were the ‘ah ha’ moments?

What big themes or connections did you find?

What new questions came up?

What can we put into practice?



What now?

Key ideas emailed to participants, tweeted…

How can we keep the discussion going?

Survey



What other questions do you have for a discussion like this? 

Some possibilities from down under:

1. What will encourage the young and smart to take up Hospital education as a career?

2. How do we improve the image of education and educators with the public in your 

country?

3. Why have schools?

Next Event



Thank you for your attendance.

I hope to see you at the next event.

@RWinder56
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